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1. Introduction of Cases!
Is Angus a Scot?  !
Annie:! (1) “No Scot puts sugar on their porridge.”!
Bess:! (2) “My uncle Angus puts sugar on his porridge.”!
Annie:! (3) “Well, no true Scot puts sugar on their porridge.”!!
Is the Aberdonian a Scot? 
Hamish McDonald, a Scot, sits down with his Glasgow Morning Herald and reads about how the 
“Brighton Slasher Strikes Again.” Shocked, Hamish declares “No Scot would do such a thing.” 
The next morning he sits down to read his paper. This time he reads about an Aberdonian 
whose brutal crimes  are far worse than the Brighton Slasher’s. This time he says, “No true Scot 
would do such a thing.” !!
Is Trump a Christian? !
Elise, seeing that Trump has issued an executive order preventing Syrian refugees from seeking 
safety in the United States, posts on facebook: “Pay attention, people! It’s high time we stop 
calling Trump a Christian; he’s no Christian!” (In response to Elise’s comment, another friend 
writes “Some of this is dangerously close to No True Scotsman reasoning.”)!!
Is ISIL Islamic? !
Obama, in a speech, said “Now, let’s make two things clear: ISIL is not ‘Islamic.’ No religion 
condones the killing of innocents… And ISIL is certainly not a state… It is recognized by no 
government, nor by the people it subjugates. ISIL is a terrorist organization, pure and simple. 
And it has no vision other than the slaughter of all who stand in its way.”!!
2. The NTS Accusation!
NTS Fallacy — illicitly misclassifying an individual because of a belief about a kind when that 
individual ought instead to be treated as a counterexample to the belief.  !!
Claim 1: This is not the best explanation of the four cases above. !
 !
3.  Generics !
Generics are statements that attribute properties to kinds or kind-members as generalizations. !
(4) A tiger has stripes. ! ! ! ! (This is an albino tiger.)!
(5) The octopus is a solitary animal. !! ! (These octopuses live together.)  
(6) Scientists don’t falsify their data.! ! ! (This scientist falsified her studies.)!!
1. They can be expressed with sentences with indefinite singulars, definite singular, and bare 

plural subjects!
2. They don’t carry information about how broadly the generalization holds and so aren’t  

typically open to counterexamples!
3. Many sentences can have both generic and non-generic readings.  !
4. Generics can be normative or descriptive.  !
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Claim 2: “No Scots sugar their porridge,” is a normative generic.  
—> So, (1) isn’t open to counterexample.  !
4. Challenges and Responses    !
Generics can’t be straightforwardly counter-exampled, but they can be challenged.  !
Challenges to normative generics can be addressed in four ways: !
1. the case can be rejected as a member of the generalized kind (“A decoy duck is not a duck”), !
2. the generic could be retracted (“I was wrong to claim that ducks are mammals”), !
3. it can be explained that the generic doesn’t apply to this instance (“I did not mean to claim 
that mallards lay eggs.”), !
4. the consequence of the application of the generic can be accepted (“This hen is a defective 
duck because it is unable to lay eggs.”) !
 !
Claim 3: Angus is raised as a challenge to Annie’s generic about Scots.  
—> So, Annie’s response needs to be understood in one of these four ways.!!
5. Dual Character Concepts!
Dual Character Concepts are those whose members have their features united by embodying 
the same abstract values. !!
They are characterized by two sets of features: descriptive features and normative features 
characteristic of the abstract values the descriptive features serve to realize. !
Ex 1: Patty is a chemistry professor who despite researching and running a lab, dogmatically 
maintains particular views against all empirical evidence to the contrary. !
(7) Though Patty is a scientist, there is a sense in which she cannot be said to be a true 
scientist. !
Ex 2. Petra has no formal science education and works in a phone bank, but has meticulously 
catalogued and studied every bug that she has found in her apartment for the past 20 years. !
(8) Though Petra is not a scientist, there is a sense in which she can be said to be a true 
scientist.!!
Knobe, Prasada, Newman: “True X” is a marker of the normative dimension of a dual character 
concept.  Additionally, being a “non-true K” is compatible with being a K.!
 
Claim 4: Annie’s statement that “No true Scot sugars their porridge,” is an indication that she 
takes Scot to be a dual character concept. !
—> So, Annie is not denying that Angus is a Scot, (and thus not reclassifying him).!
—> Annie is endorsing the consequence of the application of the normative generic. !
 
6. Resolution of the Fallacy!
Annie’s original claim is a normative generic about a dual character concept, Angus is raised as 
a challenge, and Annie responds by denying that Angus exemplifies the normative dimension of 
Scots. !!
Claim 5: Annie is not inappropriately responding to evidence that her belief is false in an attempt 
to preserve it. 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NTS Comments Response
7. Defending Claim 2, part 1: Is (1) a generic?!
Anna points out that it’s most common to have bare plurals and indefinite singulars as 
sentences expressing generics, and that the most natural reading of “No Q is P” is as a 
quantified expression ∀x (Qx→¬Px) or ¬∃x(Qx & Px). !!
So, why should we think that there are generic readings of ‘No X is P”? !!
First thing to say is that there is no quantifier in the syntax of “No X is P.” (That would require 
“There exists no X that is P.”) But still, we need to know whether it’s possible to get a generic 
reading of these sentences.  !!
So, to get the generic reading, we’d need it to say generically of the kind X that it or its members 
doesn’t have P. In the paper I argued that we can get a reading if it is heard as “It is 
characteristic of an X that it doesn’t P,” that is, if we can hear it as having an indefinite singular 
generic reading. !!
Anna has some worries about whether ‘a Scot’ can be the subject of a sentence with generic 
readings. She grants the bare plural ‘Scots’ can, but that ‘a Scot’ doesn’t. !
(9) Scots drink whiskey.!
(10) A scot drinks whiskey. <— no generic reading acc to Anna!
(11) Scots eat porridge.!
(12) A Scot eats porridge. <— no generic reading acc to Anna!!
I think (10), (12), and (1) all have generic readings.!!
Test One: Is the sentence upward entailing?!
existential interpretations are upward entailing: the statement will not change the truth value if 
we replace the subject with a more inclusive term.!
(13) Tigers are striped. ! ! #Animals are striped. !! !    = generic!
(14) Tigers are on the front lawn.! Animals are on the front lawn.!    = existential!!
(10) A Scot drinks whiskey.! ! #A European drinks whiskey.!!    = generic!
(12) A Scot eats porridge.! ! #A human being eats porridge.!    = generic!!
Both “drinks whiskey” and “eats porridge” are state predicates rather than episodic predicates 
and (10) and (12) pass this test.!!
(1) No Scot sugars their porridge. ! #No human being sugars their porridge   = generic !!
Test Two: does adding an adverb of quantification change the meaning?!
(13) Tigers are striped!! ! Tigers are usually striped.! !    = generic!
(14) Tigers are on the front lawn.! #Tigers are usually on the front lawn!   = existential!!
(9) A Scot Drinks Whiskey! ! A Scot usually drinks whiskey.!    = generic!
(11) A Scot eats porridge! ! A Scot usually eats porridge.! !    = generic! !!
(1) No Scot sugars their porridge! No Scot usually sugars their porridge.  =generic!!!
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NTS Comments Response
8. Defending Claim 2, part 1: Is (1) a normative generic?!!
Test 1: Descriptive interpretations are normatively downward entailing: replacing the subject 
term with a normative specification doesn’t change the meaning. !!
(15) Boys don’t cry ! ! ! #Weak boys don’t cry.!! ! = normative!
(16) Boys cry ! ! ! ! Weak boys cry.! ! ! = descriptive  !!
(1) No Scot sugars their porridge! #No weak Scot sugars their porridge!=normative!
 !
Test 2: Normative, but not descriptive generics, have hortatory uses:!!
(15) Boys don’t cry ! ! ! Boys don’t cry!! ! ! = normative!
(16) Boys cry ! ! ! ! #Boys cry!! ! ! ! = descriptive  !
! !  
(1) No Scot sugars their porridge! No Scot sugars their porridge!          = normative  !!
9. Is My Argument a Bad Argument?  !
Does it turn on an equivocation between what makes a generic normative or descriptive?!
Semantic view: difference is determined by whether the concept generically described is a 
normative or descriptive concept.!
Anna’s evidence that I have a semantic view: dual character concept talk involves this on 
Leslie’s view!!
Pragmatic view: difference is a function of the pragmatic implication. !
Anna’s evidence I have a pragmatic view: my appeal to the presuppositions that challenges can 
be used to make explicit. !!
I’m still not sure I see how the argument is bad regardless of which explanation I give here. !
I think that there are normative implications, but I don’t have a commitment to whether they’re 
semantic or pragmatic. I also think that the concepts at issue here are both descriptive and 
normative, so it’s hard to see how the worry Anna raises for the semantic option arises. !!
10. Is (3) still Bad even if not Fallacious? !!
— is (3) unresponsive?  !
! No: It’s a response to the case that highlights the centrality, in Annie’s opinion, of 
sugaring to exemplifying the values of Scots. !
— is (3) redundant?  (Which would make it “an equally bad argument.”) !
! Not redundant: repeating the more explicit version of (1) after the challenge actually 
addresses the challenge. !
! Not equally bad: repeating more explicit statements of claims is not bad. !
 — is (3) an indication of some other bad phenomena? !
! Maybe? I’ve tried to argue not, but I’m most centrally interested in rejecting the common 
NTS interpretation and focusing on the important role these claims can play.  !
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